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Abstract

Informatics has helped in launching molecular biology into the genomic
era. It appears certain that informatics will continue to be a major factor
in the success of molecular biology in the post-genome era. In this pa-
per, we describe advances made in data integration and data mining tech-
nologies that are relevant to molecular biology and biomedical sciences.
In particular, we discuss some past and present research results on top-
ics such as (a) the taming of autonomous heterogeneous distributed data
sources, (b) the prediction of immunogenic peptides, (c) the discovery of
gene structure features, (d) the classification of gene expression profiles,
and (e) the extraction of protein interaction information from literature.
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1 Introduction

Modern molecular biology and medical research involves
an increasing amount of data, as well as an increasing va-
riety of data. The use of informatics to organize, manage,
and analyse these data has consequently become an im-
portant element of biology and medical research. Bioin-
formatics is the fusion of computing, mathematics, and
biology to address this need. The effective deployment of
bioinformatics requires the user to have a reasonable idea
of the questions that he wants answers to. Then for each
such question, bioinformatics can be used to first organize
the relevant data and then to analyse these data to make
predictions or to draw conclusions.

In this paper, we consider two major themes in bioin-
formatics, viz. data management and knowledge discov-
ery. Data management involves tasks such as integration
of relevant data from various sources, transformation of
the integrated data into more suitable forms for analysis,
cleansing of data to avoid errors in analysis, etc. Knowl-
edge discovery involves the construction of databases and
the application of statistics and datamining algorithms to
extract various information from these databases, such as
prediction models for disease diagnosis. Both themes of
bioinformatics rely on the effective adoption of techniques
developed in computer science and mathematics for bio-
logical data. We describe a few of them in subsequent
sections, using recent results obtained by us and our col-
leagues.

In the beginning when bioinformatics was first started
in Singapore in 1994, we worked on data integration tech-
nology; see Section 2. That required only extremely good
computing science, but almost no biology. As we acquired
slightly more biology background, we began constructing
specialized high value-added databases for biologists. We
focused then on immunology. We have thus entered the
data cleansing and warehouse phase of our development;
see Section 3.

Once we had sufficient amount of information in our
immunology warehouse, which concentrated on the bind-
ing of peptide to MHC molecules, we constructed highly
accurate models for predicting epitopes (or immunogenic
peptides that bind MHC molecules); see Section 4. This
of course required significantly more biology.

By the end of that, around 2000, we completed our
transition from informatics to bioinformatics. We then
launched ourselves into a diversed number of projects
dealing with many different aspects of bioinformatics
knowledge discovery. Today, we have projects on extract-
ing protein interactions from texts (Section 7), on recog-
nizing gene features from genomic DNA sequences (Sec-
tion 5), on analysing medical records and gene expression
(Section 6), and on the study of toxins and ion channels.

In the remaining sections of this paper, we describe
some of these past and present results.

2 Data Integration

Many questions that a biologist is interested in could
not be answered using any single data source. How-
ever, some of these queries can be satisfactorily solved
by using information from several sources. Unfortu-
nately, this has proved to be quite difficult in practice.
In fact, the US Department of Energy published a list
of queries that they considered “impossible” to solve in
1993; see www.gdb.org/Dan/DOE/whitepaper/
contents.html. The interesting thing about these
queries was that there was a conceptually straightforward
answer to each of them using the databases in 1993.
What made it “impossible” was that the databases needed
were geographically distributed, were running on different
computer systems with different capabilities, and had very
different formats.

An example of the US Department of Energys “impos-
sible queries” is the following:

For each gene on a given cytogenetic band,
find its non-human homologs.

It required two databases, viz. GDB (Pearson, Matheson,
Flescher & Robbins 1992) for information on which gene
was on which cytogenetic band and Entrez for information
on which gene was a homolog of which other genes. GDB
was then located in Baltimore and was a Sybase relational
database that supported SQL queries. Entrez (Schuler, Ep-
stein, Ohkawa & Kans 1996) was then located in Bethesda
and was to be accessed through an ASN.1 (ISO 1987) in-
terface that supported simple keyword indexing.

Kleisli (Wong 2000a) is a broad-scale data integration
system that we developed in collaboration with colleagues
in University of Pennsylvania. It allows many data sources
to be viewed as if they reside within a federated nested
relational database system. It automatically handles het-
erogeneity so that a user can formulate his queries in a
way that is independent of the geographic location of the



data sources, independent of whether the data source is
a sophisticated relational database system or a dumb flat
file, and independent of the access protocols to these data
sources. It also has a good query optimizer so that a user
can formulate his queries in a clear and succint way with-
out having to worry about whether the queries will run
fast.

The system is positioned as a mediator system encom-
passing a nested relational data model, a high-level query
language, and a powerful query optimizer. It runs on top of
a large number of light-weight wrappers for accessing var-
ious data sources. There are also a number of application
programming interfaces that allow Kleisli to be accessed
in a ODBC- or JDBC-like fashion in various program-
ming languages for a various applications (Wong 2000b).
The Kleisli system is highly extensible. It can be used
to support several different high-level query languages
by replacing its high-level query language module. Cur-
rently, Kleisli supports a “comprehension syntax”-based
language called CPL (Wong 2000a) and a “nested rela-
tionalized” version of SQL called sSQL. The Kleisli sys-
tem can also be used to support many different types of
external data sources by adding new wrappers, which for-
ward Kleisli’s requests to these sources and translate their
replies into Kleisli’s exchange format. These wrappers are
light weight and new wrappers are generally easy to de-
velop and insert into the Kleisli system. The optimizer
of the Kleisli system can also be customized by different
rules and strategies (Wong 2000a).

Besides the ability to query, assemble, and transform
data from remote heterogeneous sources, it is also impor-
tant to be able to conveniently warehouse the data locally.
Kleisli does not have its own native database management
system. Instead, Kleisli has the ability to turn many kinds
of database systems into an updatable store conforming to
its nested relational data model. In particular, Kleisli can
use flat relational database management systems such as
Sybase, Oracle, MySQL, etc. to be its updatable store. It
can even use all of these systems simultaneously. It is also
worth noting that Kleisli stores nested relations into flat
relational database management systems using an encod-
ing scheme that does not require these nested relations to
be fragmented over several tables.

The first prototype of Kleisli was constructed in
1994 (Davidson, Overton, Tannen & Wong 1997). That
very primitive prototype became the first general query
system to solve those “impossible queries” published in
1993 by the US Department of Energy. Figure 1 shows
a solution in Kleisli to the example “impossible” query
mentioned earlier.

Kleisli is licensed to GeneticXchange of Menlo Park
and serves as the back bone of their system. For further in-
formation, please visit www.geneticxchange.com.

3 Data Warehousing

Besides querying data sources on the fly, there is also
a great need by biologists and biotechnology companies
to create their own customized data warehouses. These
warehouses are motivated by the following factors. Ex-
ecution of queries can be more efficient assuming data
reside locally on a powerful database system. Execu-
tion of queries can be more reliable assuming data reside
locally on a high-availability database system and high-
availability network. Execution of queries on a local ware-
house avoids unintended “denial of service attacks on the
original sources Most importantly, many public sources
contain errors. Some of these errors cannot be corrected
or detected on the fly. Hence, human effort must be
used—perhaps assisted by computers—to perform cleans-
ing. The cleansed data are warehoused to avoid repeating
this task.

sybase-add (name: "gdb", ...);
create view locus from locus cyto location using
gdb;
create view eref from object genbank eref using
gdb;
select accn: g.genbank ref, nonhuman-homologs:
H
from locus c, eref g,�

select u
from na-get-homolog-summary(g.genbank ref) u
where not(u.title like "%Human%")
and not(u.title like "%H.sapien%") � H

where c.chrom num = "22"
and g.object id = c.locus id and not (H =

� � );

Figure 1: This Kleisli query answers the US Department of En-
ergy query “list non-human homologs of genes on human chromo-
some 22.” The first three lines connect to GDB and map two tables
in GDB to Kleisli. The next few lines extract from these tables the
accession numbers of genes on Chromosome 22, use the Entrez func-
tion na-get-homolog-summary to obtain their homologs, and filter
these homologs for non-human ones. Underlying this simple SQL-like
query, Kleisli automatically takes care of the heterogeneity and the geo-
graphical distribution of the two underlying sources, as well as to auto-
matically optimize, made concurrent, and co-ordinate the various threads
of query execution.

The requirements of a warehouse of biological data are
that it should be efficient to query, easy to update, and that
it should model data naturally. This last requirement is
very important because biological data, such as the Gen-
Bank report shown in Figure 2, have very complex nesting
structure. Warehousing such data in a radically different
form are likely to cause problems later in the effective use
of these data. Due to the complex structure of biologi-
cal data, a relational DBMS such as Sybase is not suitable
as a warehouse. The reason is that they force us to frag-
ment our data into many pieces in order to satisfy the 3rd
normal form requirement. This fragmentation or normal-
ization process needs a skilled expert to get right. How-
ever, the final user is often not the same expert. So when
the user wants to ask question on the data, he may face
some conceptual overhead to first figure out how the orig-
inal data got fragmented into the many pieces in the ware-
house. The fragmentation may also pose efficiency prob-
lems, as a query may cause many joins to be performed to
reassemble the fragments into the original data.

Kleisli has the capability to turn relational DBMS into
nested relational DBMS. It can use flat DBMS such as
Sybase, Oracle, MySQL, etc. to be its update-able com-
plex object store. It can in fact use all of these varieties
of DBMS simultaneously. This capability makes Kleisli
a good system for warehousing complex biological data.
Figure 3 provides a simple example where Kleisli is used
to warehouse GenPept data which is similar in structure
and complexity to the GenBank report from Figure 2.

4 Epitope Prediction

Epitopes are immunogenic peptides in viral antigens that
bind to MHC molecules. They are the starting point for
the design of vaccines, as well as the starting point for
the de-immunization of gene therapy vectors. Different
epitopes bind to different combination of MHC molecules.
Epitopes can be detected by wet experiments. However,
the cost of such experiments is high.

An example antigen is shown in Figure 4. The task
of an epitope prediction system is to reliably identify pep-
tides, from a given antigen protein, that bind a given MHC
molecule, using computer. Such peptides can then be val-
idated by wet experiments. Significant cost savings are
achieved if the predictions are reliable.

We have developed a very detailed warehouse, FIMM,
on the binding and non-binding of peptides to differ-
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(#uid: 6138971,
#title: "Homo sapiens adrenergic ...",
#accession: "NM 001619",
#organism: "Homo sapiens",
#taxon: 9606,
#lineage: ["Eukaryota", "Metazoa", ... ],
#seq: "CTCGGCCTCGGGCGCGGC...",
#feature:

�
(#name: "source",
#continuous: true,
#position: [
(#accn: "NM 001619",
#start: 0, #end: 3602,
#negative: false)],

#anno: [
(#anno name: "organism",
#descr: "Homo sapiens"), ... ]), ... � ,

...) �

Figure 2: A portion of a record in GenBank, showing the deeply
nested structure of the data.

oracle-cplobj-add (name: "db", ...);
create table GP (uid: "NUMBER", detail: "LONG")
using db;
! Populate table with GenPept reports
select uid: x.uid, detail: x into GP
from aa-get-seqfeat-general "PTP" as x
using db;
! Map GP to that table
create view GP from GP using db;
! Run a queryto get title of 131470
select x.detail.title
from GP as x
where x.uid = 131470;

Figure 3: A Kleisli query that creates a table in Oracle, fetches and
stores GenPept reports on protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTP) from En-
trez into it, and queries the table for a specific report. The impedance
mismatch between the fact that Oracle’s table can store only flat data and
that GenPept reports are deeply nested data is automatically handled by
Kleisli using technique based on efficient encoding of structures into a
data exchange format.

ent MHC molecules (Schoenbach, Koh, Sheng, Wong
& Brusic 2000). From this warehouse of data, we
constructed very accurate models—mostly using artifi-
cial neural networks—for predicting peptide binding to
specific MHC molecules (Honeyman, Brusic, Stone &
Harrison 1998, Brusic & Zeleznikow 1999). The system
is called PREDICT/PREDMODEL.

We compare the prediction performance of PRE-
DICT/PREDMODEL on the antigen in Figure 4 wrt HLA-
A11 (an example MHC molecule) with that of the popu-
lar public epitope prediction system called BIMAS. This
antigen is known to have just over 30 epitopes wrt HLA-
A11. Just 19 epitopes are included among BIMAS top 66
predictions. In contrast, 22 epitopes are included among
PREDICT/PREDMODELs top 29 predictions.

We have also made predictions for many collabo-
ration partners from WEHI (IDDM) (Honeyman, Bru-
sic & Harrison 1997), Case Western (Malaria para-
site), Pittsburg Univ (Melanoma) (Zarour, Storkus, Bru-
sic, Williams, Old & Kirkwood 2000), Kumamoto Univ
(HIV) (Schoenbach, Yu & Brusic 2002), etc.

5 Transcription Start Site Recognition

A draft human genome sequence have been assembled.
We even know the rough position of many of the genes.
However, the precise structure such as transcription start
sites, transcription factor binding sites, translation initia-
tion sites, splice points, poly(A) signals, etc. of many of
these genes are unknown. Fully wet lab-based determi-

TRAP-559AA
MNHLGNVKYLVIVFLIFFDLFLVNGRDVQNNIVDEIKYSE
EVCNDQVDLYLLMDCSGSIRRHNWVNHAVPLAMKLIQQLN
LNDNAIHLYVNVFSNNAKEIIRLHSDASKNKEKALIIIRS
LLSTNLPYGRTNLTDALLQVRKHLNDRINRENANQLVVIL
TDGIPDSIQDSLKESRKLSDRGVKIAVFGIGQGINVAFNR
FLVGCHPSDGKCNLYADSAWENVKNVIGPFMKAVCVEVEK
TASCGVWDEWSPCSVTCGKGTRSRKREILHEGCTSEIQEQ
CEEERCPPKWEPLDVPDEPEDDQPRPRGDNSSVQKPEENI
IDNNPQEPSPNPEEGKDENPNGFDLDENPENPPNPDIPEQ
KPNIPEDSEKEVPSDVPKNPEDDREENFDIPKKPENKHDN
QNNLPNDKSDRNIPYSPLPPKVLDNERKQSDPQSQDNNGN
RHVPNSEDRETRPHGRNNENRSYNRKYNDTPKHPEREEHE
KPDNNKKKGESDNKYKIAGGIAGGLALLACAGLAYKFVVP
GAATPYAGEPAPFDETLGEEDKDLDEPEQFRLPEENEWN

Figure 4: An example antigen protein (TRAP). Some known epitopes
wrt HLA-A11 are highlighed.

nation of these features is costly and slow. Thus compu-
tational analysis tools that can accurately reveal some of
these features are necessary.

We have developed the Dragon promoter/gene start
finding tool, a reliable transcription start site/gene start
prediction system (Bajic, Seah, Chong, Zhang, Koh &
Brusic 2002, Bajic, Chong, Seah & Brusic 2002, Bajic
& Seah 2002). This tool contains two systems, Dragon
Promoter Finder (DPF) and Dragon Gene Start Finder
(DGSF). The basic idea of the DPF system is shown in
Figure 5. It has a number of signal sensors based on pen-
tamer frequencies and uses an artificial neural network to
integrate these signals to decide if the current position un-
der consideration is a transcription start site. A refinement
of this system uses multiple sets of signal sensors. It de-
cides which set of sensors to use on the basis of the nu-
cleotide composition of the input DNA sequence. DSGF
is an enhanced system aimed at gene start recognition. It
predicts a region that overlaps with the first exon of the
gene. An artifcial neural network combines predictions
of the so-called CpG islands with the predictions of tran-
scription start sites and some additional sensor signals to
infer if the combination of the CpG island and transcrip-
tion start sites is characteristic of a gene’s first exon.

The results of Dragon are very promising. Figure 6
shows its performance on 1.3MB of benchmark data not
seen by Dragon during its training. The vertical axis is the
sensitivity level (the ratio of the number of true positives
to the number of real positives). The horizontal axis is
the precision level (the ratio of the number of true pos-
itives to the number of predicted positives). The solid
black curve plots the precision of Dragon at each sen-
sitivity level. The grey curve is the performance of the
version of Dragon without the refinement that select sig-
nal sensors based on nucleotide composition. The vari-
ous spots are the performance of several popular transcrip-
tion start site prediction systems—NNPP2.1 (Reese, Har-
ris & Eeckman 1996), PromoterInspector (Scherf, Klin-
genhoff & Werner 2000), Promoter2.0 (Knudsen 1999)—
at the best sensitivity and precision levels that we could
obtained for them on the benchmark data. As can be seen,
at any level of sensitivity, Dragon produced significantly
less false positives than other prediction systems. In fact,
at least an order of magnitude less. We are currently mak-
ing further improvement to Dragon, as well as validating
it on the very large DMD gene with our wet lab collabora-
tors at the National University Hospital.

Dragon Gene Start Finder results (Bajic & Seah 2002)
for human chromosomes 21 and 22 are also shown in Fig-
ures 7 and 8. In Figures 9 and 10, we also show the com-
parison with the other two systems that are top in their
class, the First Exon Finder (FirstEF) (Davuluri, Grosse &
Zhang 2001) and Eponine (Down & Hubbard 2002). Pre-



Figure 5: The basic approach of the Dragon Promoter Finder.

Figure 6: The performance of the Dragon Promoter Finder.

dictions of transcription start sites are counted as correct
if they are within 2000 nt from the real gene start. The last
column in the tables is the measure of prediction quality
introduced in (Bajic & Seah 2002) named ”distance from
the ideal predictor” and defined as

���������	��
��
�� ���������������	������� �"!#���
where

��
��

is the total number of predictions made by

the predictor,
���$� %'&( &�)�*�+ is the sensitivity, while� �"!	� %'&%'&�)�*�& is the positive predictive value (equiva-

lently, precision), with , �.-/��01-
and

���
being the num-

bers of true positive, false negative, and false positive pre-
dictions respectively. This measure is useful when one has
to compare different predictors and the smaller this dis-
tance, the better is the predictor’s performance. For other
measures useful in comparing predictors see (Bajic 2000).
Dragon Gene Start Finder system appears to be currently
the most accurate predictor of gene starts.

Dragon is licensed to BioBase of Germany and will be
integrated into their Transplorer product.

6 Medical Record Analysis

Microarrays are now being used to measure the expres-
sion level of thousands of genes simultaneously. The gene
expression profiles thus obtained may be useful in under-
standing the interactions of genes under various experi-
mental conditions and the correlation of gene expressions
to disease states, provided gene expression analysis can
be carried out successfully. We can expect reasonably that
gene expression data measured by microarrays or other

Figure 7: The performance of the Dragon Gene Start Finder on human
chromosome 21.

Figure 8: The performance of the Dragon Gene Start Finder on human
chromosome 22.

means will soon be part of a patient’s medical records.
We has mainly worked on classification analysis on gene
expression data: aims at finding stable differentially ex-
pressed genes from two or more groups of samples and
using these genes as a means to distinguish (ie. classify)
new samples into one of the these groups.

Currently most work on gene expression profile clas-
sification considers the significance of each gene individ-
ually. We want to go beyond that and consider groupings
of genes, because it is more reasonable to assume that the
disease relevant of genes require coordinated expression
of groups of genes, and these groups may vary from pa-
tient to patient.

The analysis of medical records is aimed mainly at di-
agnosis, prognosis, and treatment planning. Here we are
looking for patterns that are (a) valid: they are also ob-
served in new data with high certainty; (b) novel: they are
not obvious to experts and provide new insights; (c) use-
ful: they enable reliable predictions; and (d) understand-
able: they pose no obstacle in their interpretation. Tra-
ditional datamining methods that look for high frequency
patterns are not useful on these data. Eg., if you use these
methods in the Singapore General Hospital, they will pro-
duce totally useless patterns such as “everyone here has
black hair and black eyes.” We want to develop a tech-
nique that is both highly accurate and highly understand-
able.

There are many methods for analysing medical records
(including microarray measurements of gene expression),
such as decision tree induction (C4.5, CBA), Bayesian
networks (LB, NB, TAN), neural networks, support vec-



Human
chromosome 21 ����������� 	
���� ����� �������
Dragon GSF 87 36 394 0.5686 0.7073 205
FirstEF 106 197 1236 0.6928 0.3498 889
Eponine 67 28 816 0.4379 0.6442 542

Figure 9: Comparison results on human chromosome 21

Human
chromosome 22 ����������� 	
���� ����� �������
Dragon GSF 200 54 979 0.59 0.7874 452
FirstEF 261 381 2568 0.7699 0.4065 1634
Eponine 148 59 2055 0.4366 0.7150 1297

Figure 10: Comparison results on human chromosome 22

tor machines (SVM), etc. Decision trees are easy to un-
derstand and are very fast to construct and use. However,
they are usually not accurate if the decision boundary is
non-linear. Bayesian networks, neural networks, and sup-
port vector machines performed better in non-linear situ-
ations. However, their resultant models are “black boxes
that may not be easy to understand.

We have been developing a novel datamining method
called PCL (Li & Wong 2002a, Li, Liu, Downing, Yeoh
& Wong 2002) for Prediction by Collective Likelihood of
emerging patterns. This method focuses on (a) fast tech-
niques for identifying patterns whose frequencies in two
classes differ by a large ratio (Dong & Li 1999), which
are the so-called emerging patterns; and on (b) combining
these patterns to make decision. Note that a pattern is still
emerging if its frequencies are as low as 1% in one class
and 0.1% in another class, because the ratio indicates a 10
times difference.

Basically, the PCL classifier has two phases. Given
two training datasets

� &
(instances of class

�
) and

� +
(instances of class

0
) and a test sample , , PCL first dis-

covers two groups of most general emerging patterns from� &
and
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of
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as � � +� , � � +� , ����� , � � +� , in descending order

of frequency. Suppose the test sample , contains these
most general emerging patterns of

� &
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� +
: � � +�
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. The next step is to calculate two
scores for predicting the class label of , . Suppose we use.

(
.0/ ! and

.0/ *
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� &

and
� +

. Then we define the score of , in
the

� &
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,
then , is predicted as the class of
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. Otherwise it is
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� +

. We use the size of
� &

and� +
to break tie.

The PCL classifier has proved to be a good tool for
analysing gene expression data. Its first application is
the classification of heterogeneous acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (ALL) samples (Li et al. 2002, Yeoh, Ross,
Shurtleff, William, Patel, Mahfouz, Behm, Raimondi,
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Figure 11: The classification of the ALL subtypes is organized in
a tree. Given a new sample, we first check if it is T-ALL. If it is not
classified as T-ALL, we proceed to the next level and check if it is a
E2A-PBX1. If it is not classified as E2A-PBX1, we proceed to the third
level and so on.

Reilling, Patel, Cheng, Campana, Wilkins, Zhou, Li, Liu,
Pui, Evans, Naeve, Wong & Downing 2002). The data
consist of gene expression profiles of 327 ALL sam-
ples, obtained by hybridization on the Affymetrix U95A
GeneChip containing probes for 12558 genes. The sam-
ples contain all the known ALL subtypes, including T-
ALL, E2A-PBX1, TEL-AML1, MLL, BCR-ABL, and hy-
perdiploid. Our medical collaborators initially gave us 215
samples as training data for constructing the classification
model using PCL. Then a further 112 samples were given
at a later stage for blinded testing. There are 28, 18, 52,
9, 14, and 42 training instances and 15, 9, 27, 6, 6, and
22 testing instances respectively for T-ALL, E2A-PBX1,
TEL-AML1, BCR-ABL, MLL, and hyperdiploid. There
are also 52 training and 27 testing instances of other mis-
cellaneous subtypes.

A tree-based classification scheme is used as shown in
Figure 11. Due to the large number of genes in the gene
expression data, a preliminary gene selection step is nec-
essary. The entropy method (Fayyad & Irani 1993) and theH � method (Liu & Sentiono 1995) are used to select up to
20 genes at each level of the tree for use in classification;
the rest of the genes are masked out. The number of false
predictions on the testing instances at each level of the tree
by PCL, as well as those by C4.5, SVM, and NB, is given
in Figure 12. The number of false predictions by PCL is
considerably less than that made by the other methods. We
have also tried using different number of genes and differ-
ent selection methods and different values of the param-
eter

.
in PCL, the number of false predictions by PCL is

consistently less than that made by other methods (Liu, Li
& Wong 2002). Similar results are also obtained when a
parallel classification scheme is used in place of the tree-
structured scheme (Li et al. 2002). In addition, the top
emerging patterns used in the PCL method also serves as
high level rules for understanding the differences between
the different ALL subtypes. Such rules, under certain sit-
uations, can be used for suggesting treatment plans (Li &
Wong 2002b).

7 Protein Interaction Extraction

While scientific databases have been proliferating in these
few years, much of the scientific data reported in the lit-



Testing Data Error rate of different models
C4.5 SVM NB PCL

( ������� )
T-ALL vs OTHERS1 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0
E2A-PBX1 vs OTHERS2 0:0 0:0 0:0 0:0
TEL-AML1 vs OTHERS3 1:1 1:0 1:0 1:0
BCR-ABL vs OTHERS4 2:0 3:0 1:4 2:0
MLL vs OTHERS5 0:1 0:0 0:0 0:0
Hyperdip G 50 vs OTHERS 2:6 0:2 0:2 0:1
Total Errors 13 6 8 4

Figure 12: The error counts of various classification methods on
the blinded ALL test samples are given in this figure. PCL is shown to
make considerably less misclassifications. The OTHERS � class contains
all those subtypes of ALL below the � th level of the tree depicted in
Figure 11.

erature have not been captured in structured databases.
For instance, unlike sequence data that were routinely de-
posited by scientists in online structured databases (e.g.
GenBank), useful molecular interaction information are
still primarily reported in scientific journals in free-text
formats. Such information are critical for post-genome
research and knowledge discovery. For example, in mi-
croarray data analysis, information on gene function, do-
mains, interactions, and pathways are needed for uncover-
ing the primary gene regulation events that are truly char-
acteristic of a disease citegerhold-tibs99. It is typical in
microarray experiments that several hundred genes can be
identified together as significant. Some of these genes
may appear significant because they were upregulated by
secondary gene regulation events. However, on the ba-
sis of gene expression analysis such as the one described
in the previous section alone, it is not possible to decide
which gene is part of the primary cause and which gene is
merely a down-stream effect. Only by complex tracing of
the underlying signal transduction cascades can we filter
out the secondary genes and identify the truly significant
ones. This would require protein-protein interaction in-
formation, which are usually ”hidden” in the vast body of
scientific literature.

Because of the importance of protein interaction in-
formation in post-genome research, biomedical scientists
have expended much effort in creating curated online
databases of proteins and their interactions. Many of the
key protein databases, such as the SWISS-PROT (Bairoch
& Apweiler 2000), the Biomolecular Interaction Database
(BIND) (Bader, Donaldson, Wolting, Ouellette, Pawson
& Hogue 2001), and the Database of Interacting Pro-
teins (DIP) (Xenarios, Salwinski, Duan, Higney, Kim &
Eisenberg 2002) are mostly hand-curated from the sci-
entific literature. This manual approach is clearly not
scalable as the sheer volume of biomedical literature—
over 11 million abstracts currently exist in Medline and
growing rapidly—demands computer automation. For the
benefit of speeding up the capture of results reported in
research journals into structured databases, sophisticated
natural language-based information extraction tools are
needed (Hirschman, Park, Tsujii, Wong & Wu 2002).

In the ideal situation, a user can post a high-level query
requesting for protein interaction information. Then an
engine will download many scientific texts, extract precise
facts on the interactions of individual proteins, and com-
bine these facts into an interaction pathway for the user, as
shown in Figure 13. Extracting protein interactions from
scientific literature is a classic information extraction (IE)
task: It involves extracting information about genes and
proteins (entities) and their interactions (relationships) as
reported in the literature into predefined biochemical in-
teraction templates. This turns out to be a difficult task

due to the compounded complexity of linguistic and bio-
logical nature:
� Bio-name recognition. To extract interaction infor-

mation from the literature, one must first be able to
identify the names of the interacting biological enti-
ties from the sentences (named entity recognition). In
the biomedical domain, there is frequent use of long
descriptive compound names, as well as short cryptic
acronyms that are often created in an ad hoc manner
by the authors. Standard nomenclature is loosely fol-
lowed, resulting in a plethora of unstructured names
and aliases. Name recognition is further complicated
by the tendency of scientific authors to use, say, the
names of genes as proteins interchangeably, relying
on the context or background knowledge for appro-
priate sense disambiguation;

� Bio-interaction complexity. There is also much
complexity and variety of forms in biological in-
teractions, involving both first-order ”basic” events,
which are interactions of the form: <molecule>
<interact> <molecule> and complex second-
order causal events such as: <event-or-molecule>
<interact> <event-or-molecule>. For exam-
ple, here is a partial grammar that we used in our
system to generate IE templates for protein interac-
tion extraction:
B :: P phosphorylate P [on A] [at L]
| P [at L] bind-to P [at L] [to-produce P]
| P dissociate [to-produce P+]
| P activate [F activity-of] P
| P transport P [from C] [to C]
| ...
S :: B [is-inhibited-by B+] [provided B+]
| B [is-regulated-by B+] [provided B+]
| ...
The nonterminals B and S above represent basic and
causal interaction events respectively, while the ter-
minals P stands for a protein molecule, A an amino
acid, L a molecular locale (domain or feature), F a
function, and C a subcellular location. As the inter-
action grammar has illustrated, protein interactions
often involve multiple agents and numerous steps.
Complex IE templates have to be generated in order
to properly capture interaction information. Further-
more, because of this inherent structural complexity
of biological interactions, sentences in the biomedi-
cal literature that describe them tend to be relatively
complicated, making extraction by computer addi-
tionally difficult.

� Bio-condition extraction. Bio-molecular interac-
tions are often highly context-sensitive events. As
such, supplementary information such as species,
cell types, subcellular locations, and the experimental
conditions are of great importance to the scientists,
making template element filling particularly signifi-
cant in biomedical information extraction. However,
in biomedical literature, such contextual information
is either implicit or often referred to outside the in-
teraction sentences, requiring in-depth text analyses
such as co-reference resolution and discourse infer-
ence for extraction.

Over the last couple of years, we have been de-
veloping the PIES, a protein interaction extraction sys-
tem (Wong 2001, Ng & Wong 1999). The PIES is a rule-
based system for analyzing biology research papers writ-
ten in English. It specializes in recognizing names of pro-
teins and molecules and their interactions. It is one of the
first systems capable of this kind of analysis and informa-
tion extraction. There has also been an increased focus
by the bioinformatics community to address this IE need
in recent years (Blaschke, Andrade, Ouzounis & Valencia



1999, Humphreys, Demetriou & Gaizaukas 2000, Rind-
flesch, Tanabe, Weinstein & Hunter 2000, Thomas, Mil-
ward, Ouzounis, Pulman & Carroll 2000, ?, Ono, Hishi-
gaki, Tanigami & Takagi 2001).

Figure 14 shows the output of the system given “Jak1”
as the protein whose pathway we are interested in. The
PIES downloaded and examined several hundred scientific
abstracts that are available online from the main biomedi-
cal literature repository MEDLINE. It recognized several
hundred interactions involving hundreds of proteins and
molecules mentioned in these abstracts as reported by the
scientists.

To efficiently compile quality protein interaction path-
ways from scientific literature, we currently adopt a semi-
automated approach, with PIES as the automation front-
end and human curators to refine the results:
� Bio-name recognition. We use an approach com-

bining hand-constructed name grammars to exploit
morphological and other lexical cues to extract pro-
tein names by pattern recognition, with a dictionary
of protein names to cover those not detected and
wrongly detected by the naming rules. The latter can
be incrementally compiled by the human curators as
our knowledge warehouse grows.

� Bio-interaction extraction. To encapsulate the inher-
ent complexity of biochemical reactions, we defined
a set of bio-molecular interaction grammar rules;
parts of it were shown previously. From this gram-
mar, we can generate the various IE templates for
extracting information on the various classes of pro-
tein interactions. For information detection and re-
trieval, we currently employ a rule-based approach
based on sentence co-occurrence of protein names
and interaction function words to retrieve sentences
containing interaction information, followed by shal-
low parsing to manage the variations in the verb
forms (Wong 2001, Ng & Wong 1999). The rule-
based IE approach is quick in execution and it allows
us to easily extend our system to include different
kinds of bio-molecular interactions as we expand our
knowledge warehouse;

� Bio-condition extraction. As there is yet a reliable
technology to tackle the challenging task of discourse
analysis and anaphora processing in the biomedical
domain, we currently rely mostly on our human cura-
tors to extract additional contextual information from
the abstracts retrieved by the bio-interaction extrac-
tion module. As our human expertise in this area
grows with experience, we can translate it into com-
puter algorithms to automate some portions of this
task in future.

The PIES is licensed to Molecular Connections of Ban-
galore as their MCHIPS system for rapid compilation
of quality protein interaction databases for different bi-
ological domains. More than 14,000 molecular inter-
actions have been successfully extracted from MED-
LINE so far. For further information, please visit www.
molecularconnections.com.

8 Conclusion

Due to the multi-discplinary nature of bioinformatics, di-
versed computing technologies and techniques are em-
ployed when solving bioinformatics problems. For ex-
ample, innovative database technologies are used for the
data integration and warehousing problems mentioned in
Sections 2 and 3; various machine learning techniques
are used for the epitope prediction, transcription start site
recognition, and gene expression analysis problems from
Sections 4, 5, and 6; and natural language processing

Figure 13: A typical workflow for automated pathway discovery
using the MEDLINE abstracts.

techniques are applied to the protein interaction extraction
problem from Section 7.

Many bioinformatics problems also require a combi-
nation of techniques to be used in conjunction with each
other. In fact, for most prediction problems in bioinfor-
matics, the techniques of machine learning, feature gen-
eration, and feature selection have to be used in conjunc-
tion with each other to achieve good results. In the case
of epitope prediction in Section 4, a machine learning
technique—artificial neural network—is applied by itself.
In contrast, in the case of transcription start site recogni-
tion in Section 5, several sensors are developed to generate
appropriate signal features before a machine learning al-
gorithm is applied. In the case of gene expression anal-
ysis in Section 6, techniques for gene feature selection
are applied to reduce the data into more manageable di-
mensions before machine learning algorithms are applied.
There are also problems where both feature generation and
feature selection are needed before machine learning algo-
rithms are applied—an example of this can be found in our
work on translation initiation site recognition (Zeng, Yap
& Wong 2002).

Lastly, in this paper, we have also described two basic
technologies that were very original and innovative when
they were first developed. The first is Kleisli, introduced
in 1994. It is the first broad-scale data integration system
that employs the nested relational data model, an explicit
data exchange format, and a mediator-wrapper architec-
ture. These features greatly facilitated the incorporation
of numerous biological data sources and applications into
Kleisli. The second is PCL—and the idea of emerging
patterns, introduced in 1998—which is a machine learn-
ing method quite distinct from traditional machine learn-
ing methods. It produces highly human-understandable
rules and also achieves very good accuracy.
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Figure 14: A picture depicting the protein interactions extracted from
Medline abstracts by PIES for the protein JAK1. Every spot in the picture
is a protein and every arc is an interaction. The arcs are directed and
coloured to show the direction and nature of each interaction, such as “X
inhibits Y” and “X activates Y.”
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